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Faculty
gets space
•
•

Faculty parking spaces
redesig nated in lot
by Joseph Kaye
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

As a direct result of UCF faculty
complaints, the faculty/staff parking
lot next to the biology building has been
altered so several spaces are designated for faculty only .
The lot, which is available for parking to all vehicles marked with a "C" or
"D"' decal, was previously open to all
members of the UCF faculty and staff.
However, recent complaints from the
faculty prompted the committee on
parking to re-designate a few of the
parking spaces for the sole use of faculty, according to Ina Caryenter, manager of the UCF parking d1vision office.
Faculty members began complaining about the parking situation due to
the fact that they pay $36 a year for
their parking stickers, as opposed to
$21 for staff members and $18 for stuMike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUlURE
dents.
The cost of parking directly coin- BROTHERLY LOVE
cides with the rate of pay for UCF ~ The brothers of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity throw alumni Dan Tipton into Lake Claire on Saturday. The waterfront picnic
employees. Employees making was to celebrate Sigma Phi Epsilon Alumni Day.
$24,000 dollars .o r less are considered
staff, while those making above that
mark are considered faculty.
But one faculty member said, "It's
not really the money that's the issue. I
spent long years at UCF as a student,
Panhellenic Council, said, "Technically, in order for a group
and back then I was content to park in by Patrice Phillip
t o become an organization on campus, they must have 12
dirt lots. Now, however, I would like to CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
think that I have earned a closer park- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - members. But, since Sigma Gamma Rho is recognized by the
ing space."
A new chapter of the Sigma Gamma Rho sorority was State National Panhellenic, it is automatically accepted as
an organization by the university."
Although very few staff parking established -at UCF.
The Lambda Mu chapter takes part in several activities
spaces were lost to the faculty, addiAfter a five-week pledging period, the line of pledges,
tions to an already existing parking lot formally called "auroras," officially became sisters at an
will help alleviate any inconvenience to induction ceremony Feb. 24. They are now called the
"Membership is not based on one's
staff members.
Lambda Mu chapter.
"This sorority is Christian-oriented," said President personality but on individuality."
According to Dr. Scott Leftwich,
chairman of the parking and traffic Joslyn Stollard, a sophomore engineering major. "Member- Joslyn Stallard
committee, 1,100 spaces will be opened ship is not based on one's personality but on individuality."
president
The sorority introduced itself to the UCF students on Oct.
up in lot 4 by fall 1990, near the inner
circle. Although the lot will be desig- 20 at an interest meeting. At that time, only two girls sh owed
nated for students, staff members will interest in the sorority. By spring semester when Sigma both on and off campus including the March of Dimes and
Gamma Rho introduced its line of pledges to UCF and the volunteering at retirement homes. The sorority plans to
be able to park there.
Also, Leftwich said additional fac- National Panhellenic Council, however, there were nine participate in a walk-a-thon on April 28.
The Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., was founded Nov.
ulty parking will open in fall 1990 in girls.
Christopher McCray, who sponsors the National 12, 1922, in Indianapolis, Ind., by Mary Lou Gardener Little.
the dirt lot behind CEij4.

Sigma Gamma Rho gets chapter at UCF

•

Graduate students unite to recognize needs
college.
The graduate students
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
would like to see their funds
Twenty graduate students handled separately with the
gathered last Wednesday to establishment of a graduate
address the needs of a -s tudent school under one dean.
Princess Moore, a UF transpopulation they feel has been
ignored by the university for fer, feels UCF neglects their
graduate students.
years.
"They (UF) put more emThe Graduate Student Organization has stemmed out of phasis on graduate studies,"
concerns for better recruit- Moore said, "with separate
ment, funding and tuition facilities and special priviwaivers for students in gradu- leges."
Moore is working on her
ate programs.
Currently each college master's of science and taxaruns its own separate gradu- tion degree.
"We are not making a
ate program where graduate
· and undergraduate funding is commitment to research or
lumped together within each higher study," Bruce Lerner,
by Avis Quesinberry

founder and interim president
of the Graduate Student Organization, said. He is pursuing a master's degree in industrial chemistry.
Lerner feels UCF is losing
out on valuable graduate students they could be attracting.
Graduate students and
graduate assistants bring
money into the university in
the form of research grants
from private and government
foundations.
The university takes a port~on of the grant money right
off the top.
If a patent comes out of the
research, the school gets an ad-

ditional sum of money.
Recognition for UCF also
comes when the student or
assistant gets his works published.
"The only thing that makes
me well known in the chemistry community is the work
done by doctoral students,"
Dean of Graduate Studies
Louis Trefonis said.
Lerner would like to see this
organization take off as a political, social and service club
whereby the students would
have an active voice in the student government, a chance to
meet graduates in other areas
of specialty and a chance to
bring in keynote speakers for

the student body.
Within the next few weeks,
Lerner plans to hold elections
for officers for the Graduate
Stent Organization and submit grant proposals to area
businesses for the funding of
scholarships, travel to professional workshops and career
expos.
Lerner will meet with President Steven Altman April 13 to
discuss a graduate school and
the separation of funding for
the graduates and undergraduates.
The Graduate Student Organization will meet again at 5
p.m. Wednesday in the Chemistry building, Room 208.
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The draft beer keg. Ifs awkward. Ifs bulky And it's not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business wf!ve found no other container better
su!ted for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budw~iser draft bee~ it comes from a keg... fte.._
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we
-~
still care that much about quality
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why
~"V•
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers for more than ' " \ \
110 years.
V
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'
"
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•
PlEASE RECYCLE OUR Al.UMINUM CANS
llUOWEISER11N ONG OF BEERS®-01088 AHHEUSE.R-BUSCH, INC.•ST L.O\JIS, MO

WAYNE DENSCH,

INC. ~

851~7100
UCF REP RICK ERICKSON: 425-7005
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•
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TWo Phi· Beta Larrlbda members win state officer posts
The UCF chapter consists of 12 members, although only four are active. Muffoletto wants to
change that.
Muffoletto said she wants to get a Chapter NetIn the recent Phi Beta Lambda state elections, two
students from the UCF chapter were elected officers. work System started to enable the different chapters
Meshelle Muffoletto accepted the office of state presi- . to communicate with each other. She also wants to
dent, while Amy Todd accepted the office of state involve the general membership with the decisions
made by the ~fficers, and organize a state-wide funsecretary.

by Tricia Phillip

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

draiser along with the FBLA clubs within the state.
FBLA, which stands for Future Business Leaders of
America, is a high school version Phi Beta Lambda.
Muffoletto started out as a member of an FBLA
club. In her freshman year of high school, she held
the office of club treasurer. In her sophom0ire and
junior year, she served as the secretary, working her
way up to president in her senior year.

·Campus policy
may cut ties
with church
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The student government at the University of San
Francisco, worried that a new campus free speech
policy will encourage "racist, sexist or pro-choice"
student groups, has asked Archbishop John Quinn to
stop recognizing USF as an official Catholic college.
Quinn could not be reached for comment.
In February, USF President John LoSchiavo lifted
a ban against pro-choice activities on campus when
the Am erican Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) threatened to sue the J esuit school for denying the Women's
Law Student Association (WLSA) the righ t to di strib-ute abortion rights petitions ther e.
A group of undergraduate student government
members, however, said LoSchiavo went too far, and
that his policy gives institutional support to groups
that contradict Catholic teachings.
"We feel we should be discriminatory in funding
student groups," said student Sen. John Smith, who
proposed the petition. "The policy now gives support
on a neutral basis. That means racist, sexist or prochoice groups wi11 be recognized on campus."
Smitt is a candidate for next year's editor of the
student newspaper, the Foghorn.
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
LoSchiavo's policy mandates that any literature
passed out on campus includes a disclaimer that the
THE LEVEL
Workers 1rom Trips Construction of Orlando remove a sidewalk between Seminole and Orange Hall because it li terature doesn't represent USF's views.
"In ligh t of th e disclaimer, I don't see how the
was cracked and uneven. They plan to repour the concrete on Monday.

ON

see CATHOLIC SCHOOL page 5

Monday in front of the libr ary.
The UFF is trying to gain
The Orlando Chapter of the
United Nations Association of support for the case they will
the USA and the UCF Earth present to the state legisla· Day Coalition will sponsor a ture. Information about lobbypublic meeting on "The Politics ing legislators will be handed
of the Global Environment" at out at the rally.
All faculty members can
7:30 p.m. Friday in the Health
and Physics building, Room participate in the rally.
260.
Michael Geoghegan, repre- • AIR FORCE GAMES
The UCF Air Force ROTC
sentative of the UN development program, will speak on Detachment 159 will host the
annual Lime Cup competition
"One Earth, Many Nations."
Geoghegan will speak about on Saturday.
Air Force Detachments
acid rain, global warming and
the depletion of the earth's from seven universities in
Florida and South Georgia will
ozone layer.
The UNA-USA is a research compete in athletic events.
and membership organization The purpose of the competition
working to strengthen the is to promote communication,
United Nations and the competition and camaraderie
United States role in it. The between cadets who will evenUCF Earth Day Coalition is a tually work together in the
United States Air Force.
UCF campus organization.
The winner of the competiAll interested students can
attend the lecture which pre- tion will win the Lime Cup
cedes the scheduled UCF Trophy.
Earth Day events, Apri116-20.
For more information con- • COMPUTER DEMO
The UCF Computer Servtact Shiela Morgan at 6791044 or Sam Rao at 277-9374. ices will hold an open house
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday
in the computer store demo
•FACULTY RALLY
The United Faculty of Flor- room.
Representatives will show
ida (UFF) will sponsor a rally
to oppose the state Board of how to convert 1-2-3 and
Regents position to suspend WordPerfect fi1es to Word for
Windows using Microsoft .
raises until January 1991.
·Other open houses and
All concerned faculty members are invited to sign a peti- demonstrations are scheduled
tion, opposing the BOR's posi- . for this month. Anyone interti on, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. ested can attend.
• GLOBAL POLITICS

For a dditional information,
contact computer services at
275-2622 or Richard Leon atl800-232-5103.
• UCF OPEN HOUSE

The "UCF Knights' Day
Festival," an open house for
new or prospective UCF students, will be held from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Saturday.
Various offices and organizations will be open and campus tours will also be given
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. starting
from the lobby of the administration building.
Anyone interested can attend the open house.

Lincoln's student Residence
Hall Association (RHA) advertised for "white Caucasians
only."
Nobody showed up to attend
the meeting, but at least 400
student s staged a protest
again st racism.
•PAPER PAYS

its "Safe Sex/Spring Break
Issue."
In a March 9 editorial
signed by the entire staff,
Crimson editors said they
were reluctantly bowing to
administrat ion pr essure not to
follow up last year's spring
break issue, in which some
5,500 condoms were handed
out, with a distribution this
year.
"Unfortunately," the editorial said, "the administr ation
on this campus refuses to believe that a need for condoms
even exists."

(CPS)-An arbitra tor ordered East Los Angeles College to reinstate journalism
Professor Jean Stapleton as
advi ser of the Campus News,
the school paper, saying acting
President Daniel Means improperly transferred her soon
after he disapproved of stories • THE NAKED TRUTH
(CPS)-Asked to explain
the Campus News printed.
• WHITE ONLY GROUPS
The paper ran stories criti- why presidents of · Atlantic
(CPS)-A fledgling White cal of administrators. One Coast Conference schools sent
Student Union group, which story alleged the student body a formal complaint to Playboy
opposes affirmative action and president did not have enough magazine about its current
espouses many of the ideas of academic credits to run for of- "Girls of the ACC" pictorial,
the Ku Klux Klan, overcame a fice.
Duke University spokesman
major obstacle to becoming an
Soon after the story about David Robertson said it was to
official student group at the the student body president "put the ACC on record as
UniversityofFloridaMarch 16 ran, the Campus News' man- opposed to the depiction of
when a part-time teaching aging editor was placed on women we find demeaning."
At a Duke forum called to
assistant agreed to serve as its disciplinary probation for a
faculty sponsor.
discuss the Playboy feature
year.
March 1, sophomore Ian WickStudents gathered outside
ersham told the assembled
the office of Russ Schneider, • CONDOMS FOR ALL
shouting insults and trying to
(CPS)-Urging students to students and faculty members
get him to withdraw his spon- "Have a safe spring break," the . that the controversy arose
sorship of the group. Schnei- University of Arkansas Trav- only because "we're all scared
der refused, saying he sup- eler on March 14 became the someone is going to ask us to
ported the group's right to most recent college newspaper take our clothes -0ff."
express its views.
Though no one asked him
to distribute condoms, but ediParliamentary maneuver- tors at the Crimson of Florida to, Wickersham then took off
ing at a March U meeting of Institute of Technology de- all of his clothes, the Duke
the University of Nebraska- cided not to include condoms in Chronicle reported.
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VANESSA LEARNED
HOW TO POP AWHEELIE
AT CAMP CHALLENGE.

Student leaders stop newspapers
paper's office in the middle of
the night. They claimed the
editor of The Duke was guilty of
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
misconduct.
With a little more than twoStudent
leaders
at
Pennsylvania's Millersville thirds of the 40-member MillUniversity, citing election vio- ersville student government
lations and a failure to print a present, the vote was 12-8 in
certain column, slapped The favor of stopping the paperSnapper, the campus paper, from printing, with six memwith a two-week suspension bers abstaining.
The student politicians
March 15.
The student government's cited violations in last
action, said Mark Goodman of semester's newspaper electhe Student Press Law Center tions and the failure of the
in Washington, D.C., "is pat- editor-in-chief, who has since
ently unconstitutional under resigned, to run a certain student column.
the First Amendment.
The suspension of the
"It's just plain an offensive
notion. They don't even do this weekly paper was set to start
in South Africa anymore," March 28, but university lawyers are going to decide
Goodman added.
The suspension is the first whether the suspension is lereported this term, Goodman gal, said Millersville Vice
said, although a similar con- President for Student Affairs
troversy erupted in February Gary Reighard.
Many have already decided
1989, at Duquesne University,
also in Pennsylvania, when the suspension is illegal.
"To cease publication," jourstudent politicians abruptly
Professor
Paul
changed the locks of the nalism

by Joe Vulopas, Jeff Griffin
and John-Paul Cardoso

Belgrade said, "is beyond the
right of anyone."
"It sort of bothers me this is
student-on-student," added
Snapper adviser Ralph
Anttonen, "and I find it very
strange to have students
trying to stifle others."
"It was wrongdoing by the
Millersville University student senate to suspend the
newspaper," said Charles Williams, president of the Black
Student Union.
Yet student government
member Kathy Rinino said the
journalists deserve the suspension.
"We are here to be educated," she told the lT1:telligencer Journal, the local paper. "We are not here to be on
a newspaper."
Nearby campus papers,
including those at Franklin
and Marshall College and
Elizabethtown College, have
offered to help The Snapper
print during the possible suspensions.

Florida's Eas~r Seal Camp
for children and adults with disabilities
fishing
• friendship
.1iJtf •swimming •nature trail
1. • archery
• and more

"fr-. ·

Call (904) 383-4711 for summer camp info

New ·at Kinko's
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Introductor~

•

·Special!

95~

Color Copies
Oiier Good Through April 31, 1990
at University Shoppes Location Only
Letter and Legal Sizes
Color Specialties Extra

kinko•se
the copy center

worms HIT HARDER THAN FISTS
Instead of getting into a bar roojri brawl, air your feelings in
The Central Florida Future.·
Send in your letters of columns.
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816

•

658-9518
Across from UCF
In the University Shoppes Plaza
Open Early, Open Late, Open 7 Days

•
(,

Okay, so she dumped you·

~)

~]

she wasn~ worth it anyway, right?
J
But now your Friday nights are lonely and
1
'C-;J t0 "'=L ·.
you can only watch so many reruns of
~~+-/ 'I Gilligan's Island eating stale popcorn.
'.Y- --; / You could go crawling back on your knees
c~ f It
~ ;)
or pick up the phone and place
)~
apersonal in The Future Classifieds.
~
__ .;-__,._,
Find someone who is worthy of your love.
,.c
cc
The choice is yours beenie weenies and RC Cola or
Filet Mignon with abottle of Dom Perignon.
A

f?AeET(J THEFiMBH

•

WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

•

!\

•
•
•

•

•

Will Let Your Career Soar
As a Continental

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The M~st Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France!

FLIGHT AITENDANT

your career
will soa r with a starting salary of $14.00 per Oigh t hour. In addition
to the 83 hours guaranteed for Reserve Flight Attendants. you will
also receive unique travel privileges.

QUALIFICATIONS:
•Between 5'0" and 6'2" ("1thout hoes)
•Weight in proportioo to height
•A High School Diploma or equivalent • Visioo correctable to 20/30 or better
(2 or 4 year college degree inferred) •Fluent in Spanish or French a plus
All applican ts must be willing co relocate to one of the following locations: Houston. TX; Denver. CO; Honolulu. HI ; Los Angeles.
CA: Newark, NJ; Cleveland. OH or Seattle. WA
Applicants please apply in person with resume

•Customer Service Experience

As you race to the finish of the chool year,
be sure lo enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of the e
great prizes:

•At least 20 years of age

GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER

An all-expense~paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.

FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS

J\ Raleigh Assault.,, or Finesse.,, All-Terrain Bike.

SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.

Tuesday, April 10

THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS

at 3:00 PM

University of Central Florida
Career Resource Center
Applicants must register prior to interview <lates at th e Career Reso urce
Center. If you have hccn interviewed within the last six month s. there is no
need to re-apply.

~
~

A sports water bottle.
To enter, just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be
the most rewarding test of your college career!

•
Buy APC,
Get A Bike FREE!

•

Buy any of our
qualifying
desktop systems* at
a great student price,
and get a Raleigh

All-Terrain Bike

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

University of Central
Florida Computer Store
call Jacque Brin
at (407)281-5643

•
•

ZENITH DATA SYS1E'MS INNOVATES AGAIN"'

ZINITNr..

data systems kd

CONTINENTAL
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

Groupe Bull

Form Nu. 1246

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENOS JUNE 8, 1990!
Gmphics simulate Microsof1• Windows. a product ofMicroson Corporation.
•Qualifying systems include Z·286 LP Model 20, Z·286 LP/12 Model 20, Z-286
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Dain Systems VGA Monitor.
. 19QO. Zenith Ontn SV$1 Cm $

•
•
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allowing views opposite of
church teachings to be funded
FROM PAGE3
by the university.
"Nobody is opposed to free
policy can be viewed as institu- speech, but to allow a protional support by any stretch choice group on campus is
of the imagination," Laurie antithetical to the Catholic
Moore, a member of the mission," Smith said.
"I'm getting real impatient
WLSA, said.
Smith said the debate is not with [Smith] because it's a lie.
about freedom of speech, but of Any court decision that refers

to the right to petition is about
free speech," Moore countered.
"John's deluding himself, and
thinks that if he keeps repeating himself it will come true.
"We feel we're working hard
to preserve the university's
integrity. It's unlikely people
will attend USF if they can't
have free speech," Moore commented.

CATAOLIC SCHOOL
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Send ch eck or money order payable to JOB·
WARE u OFFER alo ng w ith information below
to : JOB-WARE ' OFFER, P.O. Box 408309,
1
Chicago, IL 60640-9998. (Please allow 4-6 weeks 1
fo r delivery.) IL residents add 8°'c. sales tax.

JOB T-Shlrt _ _ @ 8.00 oa.
S M L
• JOB Sweatshirt --@14 00 ea.
S M L
.-'"•'-""""'' JOB Sweatpants_@15.00 ea.
S M L
JOB-WARE Value Trio
(Set ol 3 above)_@32.95 ea
S M
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

you

c.-

41'/r G Er

1T

YcvtZ.

tJ.Ff

lbtally natural SMARTFOOD'' Air-pepped popcorn smothered

M//V

0

1n white cheddar cheese.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State _ _ Zip _ __
C420A _,

•

•

If. you are interested in any of the following offices come
by the Student Government front desk and ask for an
application!
.

.

'

Chief of Staff, Director of Vice Presidential Rf fairs,
C:omPtroller, Rttorneg General, Judicial Rdvisdr:,'.·
Pu~lic Relations Director, Director of Student
L Obbg I•ng

.-:--''~.ltSITJ· orC'.;:.

"

·:1;;.

.,.
~

•

o·eadline is April 5
I

•

It:

5
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ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7 :30 P.M.

Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ROOF TALK

1501 Alafaya rfrail
275-0841
~~=WELCOME~~~

Michelle Machuga (left) and Julie Krolczyk inspect their work on the roof of the Kappa Delta house
Tuesday afternoon. They attached the banner as part of a Greek Week spirit competition .

IF YOU ARE FEMALE AND 14 YEARS OR OLOER:0R 1
MALE BETWEEN THE AGES OF 17 AND 25 '

.

YOU CAN ENTER

Tue

~lOok

~ 1ne~r

ONE MILLION DOLLAR
MODEL SEARCH
SPONSORED BY TH: ELITE AGENCIES

WOMEN

AND YOU
THOUGHT IT DIDN'T
PAYTOSTUDY

1S ELITE MOOEUNG

CONTRACTS TOTALING
ONE MIUJON DOLLARS
MEN
10 PRtzES INCWOING

J

20% DISCOUNT
FOR STUDENTS.

ITALIAN RISTORANTE

Don 't. worr.. You don't IH.'<'d an. books ,j usL a al id
coll<.'gt' I.I>. and a StudcnL<.;FirntSM Carc! b aus 'this i ·
th 'Midw·1yAirli1w:-i"" lOPlu~<ilO oll 'g 'StudentDis ount.
It'ssimplcaddition.If ou'rC'·1sLud'nt Midwa alr'a<l.
offers ou 10')1 , off "'n our low st far 'S. Plus wit.h your
Stud ntsF irst 1<.ml, you'll r' iv' another 10"(, ff of
that. 10 I 10 20~'(, savings on all far s to an wh 'r,
Miclwa flies in th ' .S. and th ' arihhcan.
Tog "t. our card simply pr 'S ' nl. our ·olll'g I.D. Lo a
Midwa. Airli1ws stud 'nt. rc.•pr scntati 'and pa. a< nctimc f '('of $lG.OO. Th Stud 'nLsFirst anl is our ti ·k t
to take.' off to someplace hot, cold or an pla 'in h 't.w n.
Think of it as your rC'ward for ·11l thos le tur' hssC'."
you've hc•cn sitting through. l:ou ha e b ''11 sittin~

10065 University Blvd. & Dean Rd .
Suncrest Village Shopping Center
For Reservations or Take Out

Call 671-5555

§

- -............&...&..a.....&..IL'

WE NEVER
COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY, COME IN
AND TRY FOR YOURSELF. PUCCINI'S
WILL MAKE IT
WORTH THE TRIP...

through Lh 'Ill, hav •n't you? Sure you h~v '.
Contact your stud 'nL rcpr 's ntal.i , at:

University of Central Florida Angela R. Hutchinson
(407) 671-6137

MidwayAirlines®
WHAT FLYING SHOULD BE'M

'I: • 1990 M1rJway

A1rhnes, Inc
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Your time is precious.

BEFORE YOU CAN FOLLOW
YOUR DREAMS, YOU'VE GOT
TO FOLLOW THE RULES.

And so are the lives you could save.
Give us a little of your time.
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
Call 894-4141 for more information.

Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible for federal student aid or federal employment. Register at the post office within a month of
your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes to fill out a simple card. ·
Register with Selective Service. It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.

•
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~

""c:
u
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c

~
~

BIBLD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORES!
CLASSES START:
GMAT .......... APRIL 24

GRE .............. APRIL 12
LSAT... ......... APRIL 16

H. KAPIAN
1~ STANLEY
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

yo

u ~ A

,..../r G Er

1T

tJ Ff

y" vtZ.

2238 Win.ter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400

,

MR. K WANTS YOU!

I~

/\'11N

btally natural SMARTFood· Air-popped popcorn smothered 1n while cheddar cheese.

AN

AS

Intramural ·sports Supervisor
IF YOU:
.Love SPOrfS
Like to Play aames
Want to improve UCF Intramural sPOrts
Can commit 15-20 hours a week
Are willina to referee selected sPOrts Think $5.00 /hr. is a reasonable starting PaY
Look aood in Rec Services Blue

UCF

Be a Part of the solution to better Intramural SPorts at UCF.
Call Mr.Kor Jim at 275-2408 for more information!
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Fewer women, more
minorities study law
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The percentage of women
enrolled in their first year of
law school programs declined
slightly for the 1989-90 school
year, but the number of minority students in their first year
of law school is up 10 percent
over that of 1988-89, the

..

American Bar Association
(ABA) reported.
"A lot of the increase is
among Hispanics and Asians,"
said James P. White, an ABA
consultant who prepared the
report. "The numbers of
women enrolled, while higher
·in absolute numbers, is down
as a percentage of students. It
may represent a leveling-off."

•

You Are

Cordially _
Invited
To Attend A free &minar On

1

LAW SCHOOL
fiDMISSIOtlS

'

Until -we·find the cure,
-we ntust share the pain.

ORLANDO
Holiday Inn UCF AREA
Thursday, April 5, 1990 @ 7:30 P.M.

The Diabetes Research Institute at the University of
Miami is now creating what the world has needed for
so long.
.
One state-of-the art facility where the finest medical
minds and most advanced technology in diabetes treatment and research can be brought together from around
the globe to work together on a scope and at a pace not
possible before.
.r
Diabetes has been wagi g war against all of mankind
for centuries, a silent killer claiming lives in every nation
on earth.
But now, with your help, we have a chance to win this
war once and for all. For all mankind.
Until we find the cure, we must share the pain.
And the hope.

Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include:
When and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs;
how to make your letters of reconrmendation count; _what
schools look for in your personal statement; how to explain bad
grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam.

CAlL BflR/BiU 8T 1-800·777-EXAM
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT
Classes In preparation for the
LSAT exam begin on April 30 or May 15
1111~~ Bl"au r7~H1'd. e-1~

Join us on our mission.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

The ability to
read is a
precious gift.
And the gift is one
you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy
Volunteers of America .

'· ~ MlY PART~TIME
1 1

JOI AT IUPJI 11 REJALLY
WORKJIlllli tOUt~, '"

. 80,000
people gave
something
to the IRS
this. year.
And they

"UPS is paying me almost $10,000
a year to get in the best shape of my life.
See. I work part-lime sorting packages,
about four hours a day. After sitting in
class all day, it feels good to get some exercise. It's like doing a couple of hours in
a gym-except you get paid to work out.

can't wait
till next
year to give

"That's not the only advantage of
working at UPS. There are other benefits- like choosing your own work
schedule and getting paid holidays
and vacations. Jobs open up in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S.
and Customer Service. But if you're
looking to shape up while adding weight
to your wallet-try Operations.

again.
They volunteered their
skills to people who
needed help doing their
taxes.
They weren't necessarily
accountants. They were
people, like you, who have
a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
You can help people
with what taxes them.
To find out about the
free IRS training program
call 1-800-424-104e:

"If the whole student body worked at
UPS, everybody would be in better
shape-physically and financially."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office . For
intervi ews or more informati on about
UPS , see your school 's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
· employer.

M/F

.

\

Volunteer now.
And you'll make
someone's taxes less
taxing later. __

_J

I * I WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATIOI

•
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DRINKING l
.DRINKING l
DRIVING. CAUSES . DRIVING CAUSES .
DOUBLE VISION. .DOUBLE VISION.

•

Don't drink and drive. A public service announcement by MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving).

•

•
fl

yo o
_ Where the job you do fTlilkes dreams come true.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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10tally natural SMARTFOOD • Air-popped popcorn smothered
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white cheddar cheese

The Walt Disney Company
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Passive activism
will not solve our
land-fill problems
In ever-increasing numbers, businesses are
deciding to do their thing for the environment.
Unfortunately, most of these decisions are being
made in.the marketing department instead of
the board room.
Recently, McDonald's put out a 10-page brochure called, ''McDonald's and the -Environment," in which the organization touts its years
of commitment to the Earth.
In the brochure, Mickey D's says its polystyrene packaging is even better for the environment than paper packaging made from mixed
material. After all, it is 100 percent recyclable.
Sure, they may be recyclable, but the fact is
that only a small portion of McDonald's restaurants in the New England area are recycling.
And we have yet to see separate waste containers in local restaurants for these recyclable
products.
Talk.
Then there's biodegradable diapers as an
alternative to disposables, which last up to 500
years in America's landfills.
But there is evidence that these "biodegradable" diapers do not decompose either, because
of not enough moisture and oxygen at the fills.
More talk.
The biodegradable label sells diapers. And
McDonald's hopes their positive spin tactics will
sell more burgers.
It is just talk.
The only thing these businesses are doing is
satisfying society's need for "passive activism"
by lulling us into a secure environmental feeling.
Instead of "doing," passive activists rely on
businesses to do it for them.
People are perfectly content to chuck their
biodegradable diapers and plastic bags into the
trash and claim they are environmentally conscious. But they're not.
Fortunately, real change may be on the way.
This summer, Orange County will institute a
mandatory recycling program on a county-wide
basis. Other counties are expected to follow suit.
Everyone will have to separate their trash
into recyclable products and non-recyclables.
Sure it will be a pain, andit will mean more work
for us.
The only way to control (and possibly eliminate) America's trash problem is to recycle on an
individual basis and to stop relying on big business for our pacification.

CmtralFioridaFliture
0 111111Tho C.0'"'11 Fl°"""Fuuo

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
.Business Office (407) 175-2601, News Office (4-07) Z75·2865

Editor In Chief
R. Scott Horner
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Office Manager
Ad·Production Manager
Advertising Staff

Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
Jo hn Citrone
Jennifer Off enburger
Deborah Cunningham
Jorge Alvarez
Lara E. Hutchison
Tracy Torres
Anissa Larson
Armand Cimaroli
Cindy Cowen

Opinions expressed In The Central F/Ollda Future are those al the newspaper or Individual
colurmla1 and not naoesaarlly those of the Board of Publications, Unlve181ty Administration,
or Board of Regents. L911era to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and Include
the author's signature, major and phone nurroer. LetterG are subject to editing for grammar
and apace and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. Names may be with held
bUf1he newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication al any letter. The Central Florida
Future Is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
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Military should to uphold constitution
The purpose ofour military is to uphold and defend
our Constitution, as well as our shores. Yet the
military regularly ignores the protections gauranteed to all citizens.
Even Libertarians tried to accept some Draconian
actions by the military because of necessary disciplines required. However, the doctrine of national
The military really wants to exclude homosexuals
security can only go so far.
If there were a chain-of-command for the many for one reason only-homophobia The Pentagon may
inane policies of the military, its treatment ofhomo- argue that it would limit morale or increase "fraternisexua1s would rank quite high. Not only does the zation," but that argument could, and has been, used
exclusion of homosexuals violate the Constitution's to exclude women and segregate the forces based on
race.
equal protection clause, it is gravely important.
The dual role of our military is sometimes a diffiThe military1s premise for excluding homosexuals
is said to be "national security." Homosexuals are cult balance to maintain. We must be etemal1y vig"security risks" because the fact could be used to ilant if we want to avoid incidents like the internment
of Japanese-Americans in World War IL
blackmail them.
The quality of a soldier has nothing to do with
Please, blackmail cou]d only occur if the sexual
preference were hidden. The military is creating its gender, race or sexual preference. We should keep the
own security risk. To get into the service, homosexu- best soldiers, whatever lifestyle they may lead.
The best soldiers will protect our country. Allowing
als must hide their sexual preference. Thus blackmail can occur, not in spite of the policy, but because homosexuals into the military will also protect our
fragile Constitution.
of it.

•

•

• 'SENSATIONALIST'

• BLACK RIGHTS
facts. The protest was motivated
Editor:
Editor:
and encouraged by students, not
The March 23 article "Glory
I was very upset and angered by Rogers.
Holes" was amusing and eye- the opinion Linda Louis expressed in
I think it is Linda who wants to
catching. I am disappointed in the Jetter "Sick and Tired" in the be "famous" by downtalking a
The Future for printing such April 3 issue.
positive action taken by fellow
sensationalism.
Of course she thinks the incident students who are concerned and
I do not wish to deny the exis- about Fred saying "boy" should be involved.
tence of public restroom sex, left at that.
even though I've never been
It does not affect her life sty le at
Camille Major
witness to such acts in two years all.
Industrial Engineering
at UCF and anywhere else, yet
Blacks cannot freely live without
wonder how you found "dozens constantly watching their backs for
of males st UCF who have par- ignorant people like Linda.
ticipate in public restroom sex."
Blacks are defensive .... we have a
Journalism of this sort only right to be.
serves to pertpetuate the myth
Linda obviously has no fears of
ofgays as promiscuous deviants. being oppressed or humiliated beIt is particularly unfortunate for cause of herself. Yet, blacks face
the many students at UCF in the humiliation everyday. Until the igprocess of developing facets of norant can wake up, be black and
their sexual indetity who can be face racism in all forms all day, every
emotionally harmed by such day of their lives, -don't reprimand
negative stereotyping.
black pride for protecting their
I protest this kind of journal- rights.
ism and urge you to follow up
As for Linda's statement that
with an article on the services, most UCF blacks are racist, she
resources and positive gay life- needs to check herself.
styles in the Orlando area.
She said Fred called "some black
'boy."' The "black" is not unknown, he
JeffD. Horn is Mel Rogers.
Psychology
I also encourage her to check her

•

•
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In bowling, you can have fun even if you play rear lame

If you're looking for a sport that offers both of the
Surgeon General's Two Recommended Key Elements
of Athletic Activity, namely (1) rental shoes, and (2)
beer, then you definitely want to take up bowling.
I love to bowl. I even belong to a bowling team, the
Pin Worms. How good are we? I don't wish to brag, but
we happen to be ranked in the World Bowling Association standings, under the heading "Severely Impaired." Modem science has been baffled in its efforts
to predict what will happen to a given ball that has
been released by a Pin Worm. The Stratgic Air
Command routinely tracks our bowling balls on
radar in case one of them threatens a major population center and has to be destroyed with missiles.
But the thing is, we have fun. That's what I like
about bowling: You can have fun even if you stink,
unlike in, say, tennis. Every decade or so I attempt to
play tennis, and it always consists of 37 seconds of
actually hitting the ball, and two hours of yelling
"Where did the ball go?" "Over that condominium!"
etc. Whereas with bowling, once you let go of the ball,
it's no longer your legal responsibility. They have
these wonderful machines that find it for you and
send it right back. Some of these machines can also
keep score for you. In the Bowling Alley ofTomorrow,
there will even be machines that wear rental shoes
and throw the ball for you. Your sole function will be
to drink beer.
Besides convenience, bow ling offers drama. I recently witnessed an extremely dramatic shot by a
young person named Madeline, age 3, who is cute as
a button but much smaller. We were in the 10th
frame, and Madeline had frankly not had a good
game in the sense ofknocking down any of the pins or
even getting the ball to go all the way to the end of th r:·
lane without stopping. So on her last turn, she got U.i.J
there, and her daddy put the ball down in front of her,
and she pushed it with both hands.Nothing appeared
to happen, but if you examined the ball with sensitive
scientific instruments, you could determine that it
was actua1ly rolling. We all watched it anxiously.
Time passed. The ball kept rolling. Neighboring
bowlers stopped to watch. The ball kept rolling. Spectators started drifting in off the street. TV news crews
arrived. A half-dozen communist governments fell.
Still Madelines's ball kept rolling. Finally, incredibly, it reached the pins and, in the world's first live
slow-motion replay, knocked them all down. Of
course by then Madeline had children of her own, but
it was still very exciting.
For real bowling excitement, however, you can't
beat Ponch, the bowling dog. I'm not making Ponch
up; he holds the rank of German shepherd in the

Miami Police Department, and he bowls in charity
tournaments. He uses a special ramp built by his
partner, K-9 Officer Bill Martin. Bill puts the ball on
the ramp, then Ponch jumps up and knocks the ball
down the ramp with his teeth. It looks very painful,
but Ponch loves it. He loves it so much that as soon as
the ball starts rolling, he wants to get it back, so he
starts sprinting down the fane after it,1 barking, his
feet flailing wildly around, cartoon-style, on the slick
wood (this is a violation of the rules, but nobody is
brave enough to tell Ponch).
When Ponch is about halfway down the lane, he
suddenly sees his ball disapearinto the machinery, so
he whirls around and flails his way back to the ballreturn tunnel, where he sticks his head DOWN INTO

THE HO LE, barking furiously, knowing that his ball
is in there somewhere, demanding that it be returned
IMMEDIATELY, and then suddenly WHAM there it
is, hitting Ponch diriectly in the face at approximately 40 miles per hours, and HE COULD NOT BE
HAPPIER. He is OVERJOYED to see his ball again,
because that means Officer Bill's going to put it on
the ramp and Ponch can hit it with his teeth again!
Hurrah!
Not on:ly is Poncha lot offun to watch, but he's also
very naive about scoring, so you can cheat. "Sorry
Ponch," you can say. "I scored 5,490 in that last game,
so you owe me a million dollars." He'll just wag his
tail. Money means nothing to him. But touch his ball
and he'll rip out your throat.

Music Recording Society
A.P. Rocked the campus!
Music Day went pretty well . Meeting TBA .
Check the studio for more info!

Alpha Tau Omega
Thanks again to everyone who made the
ISLAND party a success again this year.
BEWARE those who were there the video will
be out next week. GREEK Week is HERE .
Donate your blood or other vital ftuids today.
Games Saturday at 9:30 AM HOCKEY today
ATO vs . LXA see the championsh ip tonight.
Come out and support the team . Hey, Dave
you BUNS aren't that great!
Delta Sigma Pi
Birthday Banquet on 5125 at 7:00pm.
Reminder : Initiation is this
Saturday! Spring classes end on
4127. Exam week is 04/30-05/04 .
Graduation is 05105 at 11 :OOam !!

Lap
top
co mputer :prl nte r; portable
computer(new, still In boxes); 1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass; 1983 Chevrqlet S-1 O Pickup (4
wheel drive). Call Shirley at 365-7112 or 841 7437
Waveski ·Surfing Kayak $100. S'S" Quiet flight
surfboard twintin/$75. Will take $150 tor both/
Call 1-452-7569 .
Compaq portable 286 computer. Best otter
taken . 275-4230 Leave message.

SUMMERONTHEBEACH
Roommates wanted to share nice 3br home 5
min from the beach , 40 min from UCF. Furn .
or Unfurn. MIF $250 +some utilities. Call 1452-7569.

1986 Nissan Pulsar NX 5spd, AM-FM cassette. car cover and bra incl. Taking best otter
275-4141or578-8746 Ask for Matthew

Alpha Phi Omega
Thanks to the faculty who participated In
Faculty Night Out, and thanks to the bros and
pledges that babysat. Congrats to Psi Omega
for winning the Man-mile award at Sectionals I
Speeial Olympics Service Project Sat 8-2.
Meet at canoes 7:30am. Pledge Class Social
Sat Spm TBA. Wear 1920's attire. Alumni Day
Sun 10-5 at Blanchard Park on Dean Road.

MIF to share 28/2B furnished duplex $245 +
1/2 waterfront 2mi from UCF Eves 657-1903

1990 Honda Civic EX 4dr sedan. 5spd loaded .
Asking $11 ,700 578-8746

Tau Kappa Epsilon
This is our weekguys !TEKE WEEK 90 1s here.
Get out on Saturday and be prepared to win
yet another Greek Week . What will that make
it? 11? Confucius says "TEKE NO LONGER
WANTS TO WIN, TEKE ALWAYS WIN ."
Saturday night we will be celebrating our victory, so don't plan anything on Sunday!

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.
Apt. in Oviedo/UCF area. 2bed/2Bath central
heat& air, all appl. incl. Ideal for sharing $450/
mo. 657-4936
Large 212 wtpri v!'lte balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special. 282-5657

1bdrm apt within walking distance to UCF
$3 15 call 28 1-6545
Howell Branch/Winter Park area. 1Omin. from
UCF. Wash/Ory, M1cw v., 2 car garage. 2
bdrmstfull bath, ea. rm. 262.50/mo + 113 util ..
No pets. Enc 678-5719 834-3541

A sociavpeer support group for gay/lesbian
s tudents meets weekly. For more mformatJon
contact Lance 380-2835.

Environmen1al Society
Meetings are held every Tuesday al 5:00 pm
in !he Student Center room 214. All are welcome to aaend.
Jewi sh Student Uni on
Gel involved!! Parties & Brunches.
All in all togetherness.
Meetmgs Apnl 12th & 26th SC214 7pm
Call Prez 366-3570

NEED HELP WITH MATH OR STATISTICS?
FOR TUTORING, CALL 277-2839.

National marketing firm seeks matu re student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organ ized , hardworklr.g , and moneymotivated . Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922 121 .
Earn 20% on everything you sell!
Flexi ble hours on campus. If you 're hungry for
money, We Need You ! Cal l The Central Rorida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601

-

-

Babysitters needed part time
10-30 hours per week salary $5.00
per hour requirement: Prior Babysitting experi ence call Barb at
260-0031
Merida(Andes) Venezuela . Six weeks. Up to
16 credits. Depart May 13 or June 24. USFsponsored. Satisfy summer enrollment, language , requirements $1,695, Includes board,
room , air from Miami. After 5:00 call Jodi
Nelms 671-7098
FREE 7 month old female cat. Please call 277·
3318 Stacy
Research papers, 18,278 available ! Catalog
$2.00 Research, 11 322 Idaho , #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COO
JMJ Li fe Center, 603 Virginia Or.
Free Pregnancy tests and referrals.
898-575 1

SWM looking for a quiet, inr.elligent, goodlucki ng female, 20-25 , N!S, tor friendship &
possible dating re lationship. I'm not into bars,
beaches, or sports. I like good movies, good
food, good music, a good book, and a good
fnend . Please include photo & ph.# with reply.
Response guaranteed.
LH0027

----------

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring.
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
pos1110ns. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153
(call 7 days a week)
Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred

Earn up to $100 +per shift. Professional training proV1ded. Tuxedo uniforms. DaystN1ghts.
Full/Pan time. Church Street Stauon and other
exclusive locations ShoeShine Company of
America since 1978 call Larry or Sonia 671·
1482.
Brand new Wellington Taperflex
Water skis for sale. Also includes 2 ski vests,
tow rope, gloves, etc $325 or best offer Call
Steve at 671-2994 .

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad pre>ductJon Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred), News writers & Editors. Paid pos1bons
available.Call X2865 for more tnformauon.

Guitar-Takam1ne acousllc w/hardshell case,
mint condiuon $350 or trade for Takam1ne
elec11ic. Call 788-3696 evenings Mon-Thurs

Male students needed as summer camp counselors at boy's camp in Maine. First rate program & facility For info & applicatJon call Ken
Renner X-2050 or stop by ED 153.

Bunkbed great cond1t1on cheap
Call 658-8811 or 381-5285 for Karen

Needed: Bartenders. servers, and dishwashers, full and part-time
Deer Run Country Club Call 699·9710

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
PROFESSIONAL TY PING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBWAT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter qualityll.aser printing.

*

To Res pond to a Lonely Heart:
Send your respon se in a sealed
envelope with a s tamp. Place Lonely Hearts
I number onlowerleftcorner ofenve lope . Place
res ponse envelope in an envelope and mail or
dropoff a ttheCentral Florida Future. P.O . Box
25000 , Orlando, FL 32816

I

*

Professional
Accurate
Fast
WOROMASTERS 277-9600
Complete typing/W P services fast. AES, 2431
Alorna #211 671·4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush 1obs.
TYPING AT HOME
Research/term Papers
Memos/Letters. etc.
407·351 ·6963

...

I

I

Ellen,
Congratulations on your performance Sunday. I enjoyed it. I hope the bride and groomto-be getcold feetandpost-pone thewedding .
Scott
Dan, Heard you were sick. Hope that you are
feeling better. Love, A Friend

Brianjust ot
a new set o wheels.
He only had a few drinks. He even laughed when his friends told him not
to drive home. He was sure he could handle it.
Wrong. Almost dead wrong. And it happens to kids just like you,
every week.
That's why Yellow Cab is sponsoring the "Safe Ride Home" program. As a
member, you'll receive a special Safe Ride Home card. If you've had too
much to drink, or a friend has-or you find yourself in any dangerous
situation where a safe ride home can make the difference, call. We'll
send a Yellow Cab to pick you up and get you home, safe
and sound. Free. All you have to do is present your
card to the Yellow Cab driver when he arrives.
Safe Ride Home. Because, when it comes to
drinking and driving, you don't want to take
the chance. Not Of1: your life.

699~9999
Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
AMember of Mears Transportation Group

•)

SPANISH TUTORING CALL 275-4157 BETWEEN 12 TO 1; 3 TO 4 AFTER 9PM ALSO
WEEKENDS.

ATTENTION : EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32.000/yr. income potential. Details.
(1)602-838-8885 Ext. T -5780

2bed/2ba-newly renovated-coin laundry in
Bldg . UCF area-walk to campus! On ly $4501
mo + deposit - Call 380-5096.

UN Speaker Michael Geoghegan, UN on
"One Earth Many Nati ons~
Friday APR6, HPB260@ 730pm
Sponsor:UN of Orlando 679-1044
UCF Earth Day 249-SOOOX-2406,2408

KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735

ATTENTION : EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAY I
Assemble products at home. Details. (1) 602·
838-8885 Ext. W-5780.

Responsible female, non-smoker, 20+
wanted to share wtsame . Cambridge Cir.
Own room/bath , WID, furnished, except bed room, $225 + 1/2 util. Avail May 01 . Call 2731190. Leave message.

Racquetball Club
Interes ted in Racquetball? Join the UCF
Racquetball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape, and meet other players . All level
o f players welcome. Call 678-184 8.

RESUMES TYPESET
FREE Spelling? Grammar check.
Quick Turnaround, Personal Service .
Characters Typesetting 657-8830

ATTENTION POST
GRADUATES
Earn $250.00 per DAY
The Cape Canaveral Think
Tank needs 200 outstanding
graduate students in all
academic fields for part
time Think Tank operations .
The imaginative and
innovative individual should
apply.
Send transcript, GPA, photo,
and short bio w/stats to:
CCTT, P.O. Box 5852,
Titusville , FL. 32783
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Looking so smart!
It doesn't take a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
cuts, fashion perms,
and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep

..

•

- - - - - - - - - - - coming back to

PflUL Mll-Cl-1ELL. COST CUTTERS

COSTCUnERS

"

SUNCREST VILLIAGE
10071 University Blvd.
{University & Dean)

679-6766

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

·········-······················
:

$5.75 Haircut : $19.95 Perm
(Regulu $6.95)
•. or Body Wave
All Hair Lengths

:'\ A
0

.

ppomlment
•ecessary

•

•
•
•

CRe1u.lai-S1A.95)

Long Hair or special wraps
ali&bt additional charge.

Appoiutmcnr. tuOmlDCDdcd
Wall'.-ins subject ID availability.

COST CUTTERS : COST CUTTERS
-GoodThru
4/ 12/90

•

20% Off

•

In stock
• SERIES and
exus

:

Haircare PrcxluclS

•

: COST CUTTERS
•

•

e

Willl lhl CDU1D1
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ON THE REBOUND
Dan Peterson (left) and Matt Lines battle for a rebound as Mike
Bauss watches during a pick-up game Tuesday afternoon .

OoodThru
4/12/90

BIKEW /SER r----UNLIMITED--1
··~~

Gears·

Located in the
University Shoppes
(near to UC-6)

281-6488

:
I

:
I
I
L

ADJUSTMENTS

:
I

l

Yearly Bike Maintenance
Program Normally $79.95 1
with
this ad $59.95
______________
_JI
We repair all makes and models.

Please
Give.
Disaster victims have
lived through an ordeal.
They need your help.
With your support, the
Red Cross can aid
victims by helping them
to purchase vital items.
Help us help others.
Send your contribution
to your chapter of the
American Red Cross
today.

The club competes at the
single A level.
The levels for volleyball are
B, BB, A and AA, with AA
ranking highest.
The next competition UCF
will face is the regional tournament in Gainesville starting
April 21.
With success in the regional, UCF would move on to
play in the eastern zonal tournament which will feature
teams from Maine to Florida.
"We want to win the A division of the tournament and be
invited into the zonal. We certainly have a chance," Fischer
said.
"We have done well in open
tournaments against the AA
teams. So well in fact that
Julius Hasko, regional director for the United States Volleyball Association, had asked ·
us to move up to AA for the
tournament," Fischer said.
Fischer and Nelson have
put a great deal of work into
the club, but also have received help from a couple of
sponsors.
Get Set Sportswear, located
in Virginia, has provided the
team with uniforms.
Uvex Sunglasses has donated nearly two thousand
dollars to help the volleyball
club.
Three players Nelson and
Fischer h e singled out for
recognition are setter Eddie
Garcia, a former Ohio State
player, Ken Engels, the leading hitter and Jimmy Overton,
who they called the most improved player.
Fischer said his club puts
emphasis on letting every
member participate.
"We hate to sit guys out because we have a lot of good
people," he said.
"The goals of this club are to
support and field this team,
teach more people at UCF volleyball and in the future for
UCF to have its own men's
varsity volleyball team."

Give the Gift
of Life.

Give Blood.

GO KNIGHTS!!!
Wer·e at our best for you!

NOW HIRING
Waiters
Waitresses
Cashiers
Security
Cooks
Dishwashers
Gift Shop
Hostesses
Guest Service Host

-

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US LATELY
YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US AT OUR BEST!

NEW MANAGEMENT
UCF HUMP DAY SPECIAL
Every Wednesday and Thursday
-ALL DAY75¢ washes w/vallid l.D.

Drop Off Your Laundry - Wash Dry & Fold

Join the "Good Time Gang" · .
Apply Church Street Station
3 7 West Pine Street, Orlando
Mon. thru Fri., 9-5
or
· Ring 425-5975

Clean Atmosphere, Color TV, Video Games
Food, Snacks, and More!
Attendant Always On Duty
Hours:
7:00 AM - 9:00 PM 7 Days

~
Convenlenlly located in

Alafaya Square
93 Alafaya Woods Blvd.

366-2041

Oviedo

•
:I

g

ALA.FAVA
SQUARE

r;;;;-:a

_·.._~_-'--_u_cF__,
ALA.FAVA BLVD.

, ...
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EXTRA INNINGS
FROM P t\G E ~ 6

instead of one with a debt well
into six figures. It did not use
all the money for athletics ·as
some was used in the area of
academics. It was a small
amount to be sure, but it was a
start. All this helps to increase
the respect given to UCF's
athletic
achievements.
Granted, the women's soccer

team was robbed of a postseason berth last fall.
But the golf team is all but
assured of a chance at the playoffs, and unlike 1986, when the
UCF baseball team did not
make the playoffs despite a 4613 record and a 28-game winning streak, the Knights are
en route to more post-season
play.
Maybe they'll break that
streak to boot.

PICK UP THE PHONE
NOW
AND DIAL
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VHS
BETA
Card#
Exp. date
Name
Address
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W"th "HOW TO INT
tri,cks of the trade. How to:
•:•:
• Get your foot in the door
••••
• Take Control
.
••••
• Ask the right questions
• •
s
• •.•
• Give the right answer
•:•:
• Close successfully
•.•.•
Keep your name on top
.

••

••
•••••

ERVIEW" you'\\ learn the

:•:•:

• • •

•••

·ew
u can in t erv1
J '
successful Y •

.•.
.•_.
.•.•

.
the most frequently asked questions

Not available in stores or as a rental
$3 50
Only $19.95 plus ·
shipping & handling
Send to:
Creative Inc.
m8 Sherman #208
Evanston, IL 60201-3713

I
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•

,•.•.
•.•.
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Signature

•

IL residents add 80/o tax
no COO's accepted

~

~ o~ I
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PIZZA W/ANY ONE ITEM
·Not valid with other offers

I
9 I
~ro<f> I

~OUPON-TW~;~:------1
I

Get 2 10" Pizzas with

I
I
L

any 2 Toppings For Only
•Not valid with other offers

9

~\~'!6

I

I
I

·
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Kelsey's

lcOUPON -

DINNERFOR TWO- - ~I
ONLY
\1·~ I

2 Spaghetti Dinners w/salad

I

•

I

I *Not valid with

1

•

,

1

~~~~--~Garh~~d-~ffiey~

!COUPON

FAMILY FEAST

I
I
I

Greek for 1
Large 1 item Pizza
6 Pack Soft Drink

~"\

"\ !?J9

I
I
I

~;;~~id~i~~~~o~;IAN-FEAS;elsey'~

I
I .Notvali d
I with other
~ffers

Meatless Greek or Chef For 1
99
Lg.VegetarianPizza '5,"\?J•
6 Pack Soft Ori nk
1
'

I
I
I

Ke sey ~

COUPON ~ARG; FOR

SMAL~ -

Buy 14" Pizza
For Price of 1O"

-

I
I
I

L_ *N~ruid ~oth~ffer~ _ _ _ Ke~ey'~

Peace Corps •••
the benefits are out
of this world.
While working in the Peace Corps, you
help other t h Ip them Ive and you
benefit your If. Some of the e benefit
are:

..

•Valuable overseas work experiencchelpful when applying to grad~
uate schools and job after
Peace Corps;
~Language skills;
•Po tponcmcnt of educational
loans;
•A $5,400 readjustment allowance
at the end of your two years;
•And much more! Look us up. You
won't regret it .
PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE
On Campus Tuesday, Apiil 10 _
INFORMATION TABLE
Breezeway in front of bookstore
2:00pm - 5:00pm

<.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday & Thursday, April 11 & 12 • lO:OOam -4:00pm
Career Placement Office
For information or an application call: 1-800-468-2745

•
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TO QUALITY!
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THE JOB YOU WANT.

The difference ·is ·in the

I
I

•

* GET

.•

I
GRINDER
I •Not valid with other otters
I
Kelsey's

--~-··· 282-0505 II
~''~.! YOUR LINE I

................-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
................. . .•..•..•.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •-• - • • • •
--• • • - - 1
•,
B t the competition.

.•·•

FOR THE DISCRIMINATING CUSTOMER!

Those of you who are
s.avouring a HOT
oven Pizza made with
fresh dough, bountiful salads with
mounds of meats,
cheeses, and vegetables or one of our
authentic Italian
Pastas topped with a
zesty meat sauce ...

Call Bill Foxworthy at
275-2865 to get all the
details about getting
great seats and even
better experience .

~~

~OUPON-ANY~;~~,.------1

DELIVERY
SERVICE

•

Opportunities are open to cover
the UCF sports beats - baseball,
football, basketball, tennis, soccer
and more.Come down to The
Central Florida Future editorial
offi ce and let us know if you want
a shot at covering the most
exciting sporting
events in
Central Florida.

*

- !1-:w pi_:~e~',

ru wl

·SPORTS
WRITERS
NEEDED

.••

·!lld~seM ~

r-COUPON - - LARGE14"------,,

.
\l II .
CHEESE PIZZA
. . I * Not valid with other offers ONLY

Peace Corps.·
the toughest job you'll ever love

PCI

•
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GOLF
FROM PAGE 16
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on. After completion of the final round, Kresge learned his
sister had died that day. "The
news of Cliff's sister brought
the team together," Altenholf
said.
"They showed a lot of aharacter and class, even in adverse conditions," Wilson said
of his players.
With this being the fifth
426
victory for UCF this season,
Featuring Great Seafood & Aged Steaks
Wilson is positive UCF will be
Eyrie
invited to the regional playn
Drive
offs.
Come in & enjoy our Happy Hour Buffet
Alafaya
"I'm hoping for and expectfeaturing discounted drinks & free food buffet
ing great things to happen at
the regionals and nationals,"
4-7pm Tuesday - Friday
Wilson said. "The team has the
Daily lunch & dinner ~pecials featured
ability and character to play
any team in the nation."
Private Party Rooms available for graduation
Rice is also confident about
dinners.
the team's future. "We should
make it, with all of the success
we have had lately,"iUce said.
"We need to reset our goals; we
are doing more than we
thought we could do at the
Closed Monday
Major Credit Cards
beginning of the season."
Accepted
"We haven't reached our
829 Eyrie Dr. Oviedo
peak yet, but that is good,"
Wilson said. "We want to peak
Located on SR 426 north of Red Bug Rd.
the last week of May and carry
it through to the nationals in
June."
----:liiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiijl-1
The team's next tournament will be the Music City/
Vanderbilt Classic. The tournament will run April 12-15.

& Pelican ·Lounge

~

lucFj

I

365-7036

Letters lo
the Editor

He ado~.

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.
Send letters to:
The CetJJral Florida Future

P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.

j>

YOU CAN'T
LIVE ON
HOPE.
You hope this guy is _
finally the right guy.
You hope this time she
just might be the one.
And you both hope the
other one is not infected
with the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
because it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus for
many years without
showing anysymptoms.
The only way to
prevent getting
infected is to protect
yourself. Start using
condoms. Every time.
Ask him to
use them.
If he says no,
so can you.

AIDS
OPENS FRIDAY! APRIL GTB AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

I

1

.

.

.
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Golfers win 4th straight tournament
. 4th-ranked men's team wins by 21 strokes
at Augusta College Forest Hills Tournament
scored the second lowest individual
score ever in the history of the tournament.
"I felt I played a solid game," Rice
The UCF men's golf team won its
fourth tournament in a row, the latest said. "But it was nothing fantastic. I
victory coming in the Augusta College- knew what the record was on the last
Forest Hills Invitational Golf Tourna- day. Hole 16 was hard for me, (but)
after I bogeyed it I didn't think about
ment.
"We had a fantastic tournament in the score anymore."
"We played well," senior Kevin Alevery aspect," Coach Dale Wilson said.
"The team showed everyone we have a tenholf said. "I'm playing harder in
every tournament. I always try to do
lot of spunk and character."
"All of the guys played well," team my best."
The strong game by the team did not
member Andrew Rice said. "We tried to
keep from playing too much in the fu- reflect events surrounding the tournature. We're just taking things one day ment.
On the first
at a time."
day it rained
Although the
from the beginteam had a better "We had a fantastic
ning to the end of
score in the Southeastern Tourna- tournament in every aspect. play.
"The
rain
ment, it set an all- I believe this record will last
would have been
tim e best team a long time."
score at Augusta.
-Dale Wilson a perfect opportunity to fold up
The team's total
Golf Coach our ten ts and
was 854, which is
take it in,"
10 strokes under
Wilson said. "I
par for the course.
The previous course record was set in decided to take advantage of the
1982 by North Carolina, but that score weather by trying to tell the team that
was 863, nine strokes behind UCF.
some of the player$ would use this as an
"I believe this record will last a long excuse to not play well; this will separate average players from good playtime," Wilson said.
UCF took the lead at the end of the ers."
Wilson's tactic seemed to pay off. The
first round and never gave it up. At the
end of the tournament, UCF was 21 team responded by shooting a 281 and
strokes ahead of the second-place a 290 in the first two rounds.
More bad news came to the UCF
team, Oklahoma, which won the tourteam when, in the second round, Cliff
nament last year.
The low final score was an indicator Kresge got word his sister was in an
of the individual players' perform- automobile accident. After a lengthy
ances. All of the team members scored discussion with his father, Kresge decided his sister would want him to play
in the top 20.
Rice was the top individual player in
see GOLF page 15
the tournament with ascoreof210. He
by Troy White

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jorge A11191ezJCENTRAl FLORIDA fUTURI!

Andrew Rice led UCF to victory and scored 210 to win the Augusta College
Forest Hills Tournament. He shot the 2nd -lowest score in tournament history.

Secretive Knights
rising to the top
Do you want to know what
the best-kept secret is? Take a
guess. It's not the original recipe for coke. It's not the site of
Jimmy Hoffa's grave. Nor is it
the site of Atlantis.
Remember this is the sports
page. No, as far as UCF is
concerned, the best kept secret
is--UCF's rise to becoming a
dominant Division I athletic
power.
Before you choke on your
pizza, I haven't been sniffing
the ink off press releases. The
operative word is becoming.
Consider the following:
Jay Bergman's baseball
team is ranked 28th in the
nation and has an 18-game
winning streak.
Dale Wilson's golf team has
won four tournaments in a row
and is ranked 13th in the nation. The ranking will be even
higher after points accumulated from the last two victories are counted.
Bill Barker's women's soccer team consistently ranks
among the top in the nation
and the best player in the nation-Michelle Akers--is just
one season removed from the
school.
Naysayers might scoff at
this. They will say real athletic
glory comes from football and

basketball. Ahh, but look at
the schools the golf and baseball teams have been knocking
off. It reads like a who's who of
collegiate athletic powersMi chigan, Florida State,
Oklahoma, Notre Dame,
Texas, Arizona, Florida and
North Carolina.
To be sure, football and
basketball prowess tends to
give a school more national
recognition. But after a long
winter of reading about UCF DIRECTING DEFENDERS
basketball losing streaks, golf New UCF defensive coordinator Don Pollard puts the Knights through drills during Spring practice
and baseball winning streaks
Monday afternoon. He came to UCF after a stint as special assistant for the Cleveland Browns.
create a winning atmosphere
here.
What's even better is these
sports help eliminate the
negative jokes and press UCF
has endured through the 80s.
Off the field, negative images by Jay Rutenkroger
tion in January and has won three tou.r naments.
i
are being transformed into CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
positive
images.
Last
This season the club has participated .in
The UCF volleyball club has had impressive eight tournaments and lasted until the sen1ifiweekend's annual Night of
Knights fundraiser was the results since its revival in December.
nal round in seven. UCF has finished first in "'
Founded by Russ Nelson and Carl Fischer two of the past three tournaments and third in
first to raise money for an
athletic program in the black, and under the advisement of UCF women's the other.
volleyball Coach Dee Dee McClemmon, the club
"People have stood up andnoticedourteam,"
see EXTRA INNINGS page14 sports a 45-20 record. The club began competi- Nelson said.
see VOLLEYBALL page 13 "'

Volleyball club's victories abound
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•
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. Working for P-nuts
Vending boiled peanuts on a lonely road doesn't have to drive you nuts
by Bob Knippel

canvas fence. It makes a nice parking lot.
sign approaches on the
When I pulled up, hewassi ting alone
undeveloped Central Flor- on his beach chair under a big umbrella
ida roadside.
stuck in the ground, having a smoke.
.. Boiled P-nuts" it beck- The P-nuts steamed in a caldron
ons. It had been 23 miles perched atop a -holding stand and prosince the last Circle K. pane flame.
Now, way out here in the
Good, I figured, he's probably bored
boondocks of Route 520 out of Ws cowboy boots. I'll bet I'm the
between Orlando and only guy he sees all day that's not wearCocoa, someone is trying ing a seat belt. Stan eagerly jumps out of
to sell everyone who drives the chair thinking he has a customer in
by .. P-nuts."
me, but settles down when I tell him I
That guy must be crazy, I thought. just want to talk to him. He offers me an
Who the beck's going to slow down from RC Cola out of his newly-painted van. No
55 m.p.h. and pull off the two-lane road, thanks.
which is dangerous enough as it is, to
!here's just too many of them," was
buy some boiled P-nuts?Why doesn't he the first thing the 37-year-old car meset up his Uttle business in town where chanic said about P-nut vendors ...I've
there are some people and parking
places? He must be bored out of his
skull out here. Anyway- boiled P-nuts?
Who the beck's going to want to eat that
He did admit there are
stuff?
Well, apparentlyl'mprettynaive. Lots
times you can't give the
of people love boiled P-nuts and are
more than willing to pull off onto any
boiled chow away.
roadside and plunk down $2 for a pound
of the down-home southern snack.
These entrepreneurs will tell you that
What does
you won't be looking for a new Jaguar
soon if you start selling P-nuts, but it is
ol' Stan do then?
a good way for them to pick up a few
extra bucks in their spare time.
Many of the vendors hold jobs during
"Sit."
the week and migrate to the roadside to
sell their wet snacks during the weekend. They can be found just about any- been here for three years and now
where through the area, but they try to there's five others around here. It's cut
spread themselves out so they aren't my business in half. Why they all have to
stepping on each other's toes, and cus- get on the same route I'll be damned if I
figure out."
tomers.
That's nice, but I wanted to know
That's why Stan was peddling his Pnuts way out between Cocoa and what these guys do to pass the time
Orlando. He moved his business there away out here. I figured they must do
from Sanford to have his own secret some interesting stuff to whittle it away.
selling spot, and considers his location But then again I'm pretty naive. They're
a choice one. He sets up shop on what busy enough selling without having to
looks like the beginning of a paved road worry about a hobby.
"Naw, it's a good weekend business,"
but runs into a Florida Power Corp.
HE RED AND WHlTE

•

"

Stan said in his southern drawl as he
lights up another Marlboro. "I know
about all my customers. They're pretty
regular. A lot of Northerners stop by, too.
to find out what boiled P-nuts are
about."
And stop by they did. What I thought
would be a captive subject was sometimes as busy as a truck stop waitress.
But he did admit there are times you
can't give the boiled chow away. What
does ol' Stan do then?
"Sit."
Today there would not be wear on his
Levi's back pockets. Before long, a
rented Grand Am pulls over and a
sharp-looking middle-aged man in a
P. G .A golf shirt and slacks hops out.
"'What can I get for you today?" asks
Stan sincerely. He also sells roasted Pnuts.
"I think my wife Ukes boiled P-nuts,"
replies the visitor.
"'Where y'all from?" Stan wonders
aloud as he dishes out the standard Big
Gulp-sized bag.
"Rhode Island. Got to take home a
peace offering for the wife," the tourist
said, handing over two singles.
Then he was on his way towards
Orlando and Stan and I were alone
again, the way I figured it would be. I was
bracing myself for an onslaught of dialogue from the guy I figured would have
a lot to talk about due to his apparent
loneliness when another customer
pulled up.
.
Could this really be? Before I could
figure there wasn't an accident, there
was a flatbed semi, an FPC truck, a
Connecticut car and a 30-foot motor
home all looking for their piece of shoulder to park on. He graciously served the
isolated mob and we got back to talking.
"A lot of the guys out here try to screw
it up," he said, jamming his thumb up
the road toward the squats of other
vendors. 'They leave their signs and
k
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see P-NUT page 3
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Sneaking into the movies
Multi-theater cinemas make it easy to get money's worth

'DES

by Richard Erle Kannan
mE KID still have
it?" I thought to myself.
I recently went to
a sneak preview screening of a
movie I thought was another
bomb of Hiroshima proportions. and as the credits rolled
I found myself contemplating if
I still had the right stuff to
11leatrius hoppus," derived
from the Greek meaning "to
sneak into the movies."
Granted, I haven't done this
for six years but some things.
when first learned. are never
forgotten. As before, I was successful.
I frrst started playing revolv" ing theaters back in the latter
half of my single-digit years.
when admission for children
was a mere buck-fifty.
Standing on my tippy-toes, I
plopped down half my allowance and in return was given a
pass into my own fantasy
world. And since I just sacrificed 50 percent of my cash for
the week. I was going to get my money's worth.
"Karman's triple feature" would soon begin.
Back in a world where noon shows were commonplace, mom would drop me off. half of her happy to see
me "juiced" with anticipation, the other glad I'd be out
of her hair for the next five to six hours.
Thankfully, the newly developed multi-screen theaters offered just one long aisle you'd walk down to
reach your theater. All "houses" were laid out one after
another, which made it easier to warp from one screen
to the next.
I always did my homework. I'd write down on a piece
ofpaperwheneachmoviestarted, ended. and the time
I'd have to kill between shows.
Regardless when a film "breaks." I'd immediately
shoot into the restroom. Not only was it good cover.
but business had to be taken care of. If the next flick
started in 10 minutes or less, I'd coolly walk into the
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Honey, I Shrunk t~e
•""°°"'••!!•~!L!d.!!!~ra Kids, starring Rick Morarus,
will be shown in the student activities

center at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission is
free with a student I.D. •The ever-socontroversial 2 Live Crew will petform
in concert at Visage tonight. Tickets are
available through ticketmaster outlets.
Must be 18 to be admitted. • Neil
Simon's Barefoot in the Park will be
performed at Townsend's Plantation at 8
p.m. tonight, April 11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and
26. Tickets are $7.50.

•Orpheus Descending, by
Tennessee Williams, will
open tonight at the Theatre Downtown.
Performances will be on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights at 8 p.m.
through May 5. Tickets are $7 on Thursdays and $10 on Fridays and Saturdays.
• SCC Corale and SCC Chorallers,
conducted by Dr. Burt Pertnchief, will

perform at the SCC Fine Arts Concert
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
~· ~

•.Honey, I Shrunk the

~1838831i:·d7_11!881~a1111,_ili!llm~ Kids will be shown 1n the
student activities center at noon and 3
p.m. •Cher will appear in concert in the
Orlando Arena at 8 p .m. Tickets are $25.

li!J [I s~e ~~~ ::£o:1::U': ':~
0

R. Scott Homer

lobby. look around and thenduckintoi.he next house.
If the next fihn started in more than 10 minutes, I'd
still use the restroom as a foxhole to protect myself
from being hit by an incoming usher. If the theater I
was supposed to be in had a great distance between
the one I wanted to sneak into. I'd casually work my
way towards it by looking at movie posters hung on the
wall.
After the second show broke, it's back to Fort
Bathroom to take cover from the ..bad guys" - a.k.a.
the ushers. Sneaking into the second show (third
movie) had to be timed perfectly. Considertng I'd
already seen two movies, I lmew I'd look familiar-the
stroll from the fort to the third movie had to be
accomplished quickly but calmly. I was treading
through enemy territoiy (the lobby) and had to be sure
see MOVIE SNEAK page 4

- - - - - - - - - - . . , Seymour, a
bloodthirsty
plant, will be
shown in
the student
activities
center at 7
p.m. and 9
p.m. Admission is free
· with a student I.D. •
Seminole
..___._&:::i Community
College Symphonic Band, conducted by
Dr. William Hinkle, will hold their 18th
Annual Spring Concert at 3 p.m. in the
concert hall of the fine arts building.

•

The Prison Experiences
ofDietrich Bonhoe.fferwill
be presented in the student center audditorturn at 7:30 p.m. •Comedian and
juggler, Bill Fry, will perform live in the
student activities center at 9 p.m. Admission is free with a student I.D.
~~~!Im •
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'Horse' a return to good country
Severed Heads proves anyone can use synthesizers to make an album
The Charts
Week ending April 6, 1990.

Top Ten Pop
Albums
1. Cosmic Thing
B-52's
2. Rhythm Nation 1814
Janet Jackson
3. ,..Bui Seriously
Phil Col lins
4. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul
5. Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty
6. Alannah Myles
Alannah Myles
7. storm Front
Billy Joel
8. Girt You Know It's
True
MilliVanllll
9. Cry like a Rain.s torm/
How I Like the Wind
Linda Ronstadt
l 0. Back on the Block
Quincy Jones
C>1990 Billboard magazine

•A Horse Called Music

Artist: Willie Nelson
Producer: Fred Foster
Label: Columbia

F

the feel of sitting around a
campfire in the middle of
nowhere listening to the
storyteller put his words to
music.
Willie Nelson is a true
artist who has perfected the
art of storytelling and combined it with the art of
music.
One of the more popular
featured songs is "Nothing I
Can Do About It Now"
which can currently be
heard on area radio stations.
His ballads are full of
emotion like 11le Highway," "Spirit," "If My World
Didn't Have You" and "If I
Were A Painting."
David Briggs and Carl
Marsh create a nice synthesizer intro to the tune "Is
the Better Part Over."
It takes the listener away
from the countiy flavor of
the album, at least until
Nelson's acoustic guitar
kicks in along with his inimitable vocal stylings.

of the countiy music fans at
UCF. "A Horse Called
Music," Willie Nelson's
latest, is quite impressive.
This is a back-to-basics
album in the traditional
countiy music style. leaving behind the more popular Southern Rock.
Just about anything
Willie Nelson puts out is
pure gold because his
A Horse CalledMusicis a
songs are sung from the
must for any country music
heart.
His playing acoustic gui- collection.
tar takes the listener ·back
- Matt Kiefer
to the 1800's and creates
oRAILFIVE
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The Nature of Evil, a
lunchtime panel discussion,
will be held - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
in the student center
auditorium
at noon. •
Satanic
Cults will
be the topic
of discussion from 6
p.m. to 9
p.m. in the
student ac- .....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,

~~~~

• Rotund For Success

Artist: Severed Heads
Producer: Volition
Label: Capitol Records

'ROTUND
Severed

by ~
Heads
seems to prove at
least one thing: anyone can
make an album these days.
Through the "miracle" of
technology, namely synthesizers. samplers and software, two gentlemen with
little apparent musical talent have cut an album, that
is, well ... unique.
Severed Heads is comprised of Tom Ellard. who
handles all of these electronic "instruments." and
FOR SUCCESS

see BEADS page 4
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tivities center. • Musician Jane Powell
will highlight the evening when she performs in the student activities center at
9 p.m. Admission is free with a student
I.D. • Alpha Blondie will perform in
concert with special guest Inner Circle
tonight at the Beacham Theater.
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McCarthy uses degree in spe.ech for comedy
'The UCF graduate started a serious career in stand-up with what she learned in college courses
by Diana Della Costa

list of people who I would become
McCarthy gets most of her mate- rehabilitation center.
She says its enjoyable work be- famous in spite of, including a parrial from her own experiences as she
ES A DEGREE LEAD to a tailorclaims she had "a dysfunctional cause she's helping people. Down the ticular audience." She doesn't try to
made career? For one UCF childhood growing up with a cynic for road she would like to be a headliner, emulate anypne on stage as she feels
graduate it does.
"
a father and a neurotic for a mother do sitcoms, HBO specials and any- not only is it wrong but it would be
Sheila McCarthy, a who's aerobics was going out and thing else that might come along.
obvious. However her favorite comefledgling comedian who majored in getting the mail."
Meanwhile, McCarthy is fine tun- dian is Richard Lewis (Anything But
communication/ speech and miMany of the things I talk about are ing her craft by taping her perform- Love). McCarthy said "he's a Woody
• nored in psychology, said she now true
embarrassing
ances and watching to Allen type guy and I like the clean
has the courage to get up in front of things that have hapsee where people laugh looking male professionals who use
a crowd of people plus has gained the pened, but I don't give it
and where they don't.
more intellectual humor rather than
( insight to see what they think is all away," McCarthy
"You only have two to a twist on words or situations."
funny.
said. "In a sense the
For the gal who made fun of the
three minutes of show
"It all started in Mrs. J's speech audience gets to know
time," explained Mc- class clown rather than being one,
class," she said. "I found the easiest me but I'm just an enterCarthy, "and you have her advice to someone wanting to
• way to give a speech was with a sense tainer."
to use the exact word- follow in her footsteps is "don't give
of humor. Then I got an A in the
She tries to stay away
which verb gives a bet- up. If someone wants to do it they'll
course and thought this might lead from current events as
ter mental image, etc. seek out the courses. If this is your
t to something."
she says they are an
Its really a lot of editing dream, then you owe it to yourself to
McCarthy learned the basics of easy thing to write about
and a lot of writing to prepare just like you would for anystand-up comedy at a workshop of- and everyone does it.
prepare for a show."
thing else. Audiences can be cruel
• fered by Valencia Community Col- "Besides," she said, "It
"Besides," she said, and, if its late at night and they are
lege.
gets dated so quickly."
Sheila McCarthy
"its tough out there. heckling you and you had decided
"There·s a certain way to lead up to
Nonetheless, what's
There's a definite clique this was going to be your make it or
a punchline," explained McCarthy, important to relating to a group is a in the business. If an emcee or stage break it night, I don't think that's
• "as there's a formula for comedy. person's stage presence. To Mc- manager doesn't like you, they'll ei- giving yourself a fair chance. Get
What looks spontaneous is some- Carthy. this means looking confident ther cut your stage time or not tell involved in classes, read the books
thing that has been carefully choreo- unless you're in character,.and talk- you about up-coming events. In ad- and practice. practice and practice
graphed. Sometimes a comedian will ing into a mike using good diction. dition, there's the audience's rejec- again."
tell a joke knowing the audience Will Even though she doesn't practice in tion to deal with as you 're only as
McCarthy is the first to admit that
groan just to sway their mood. It's front of a mirror any more. she still good as your last show."
college changed her life. but her
really a lot more of emotional ma- tries out new material on a good
Those 24 hours between rejection comedy workshop instructor put
,, nipulation than people are aware of." friend.
To help pay the bills. and turning it around can be rough, things into proper perspective: "I
What turns her on to comedy is McCarthy works in the marketing admitted McCarthy.
can't teach you to be funny, only
that it's fun. she said.
"For awhile there I was keeping a funnier."
deparbnent of a drug and alcohol
~
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·P-NUTS
FROM PAGE 1
garbage out all week long.
The worst thing they can do
is cook their P-nuts in a beer
keg. Sours the hell out of
them.'"
About 10 miles up the road
toward Orlando on 50 is an~
other P-nut stand, some of
the competition. Except this
vendor sells Cajun P-nuts off
a specially-made cart that
holds his boiler and propane
tank. He refused to give his
name, but we'll just call him
Billy Joe. He does the trade
seven days a week. working
for his brother who owns two
other stands.
'"We used to be up 520
that-a-way," he said shrugging toward Stan's spot. "But
business wasn't no good so
we came up here. We got a
good locatio~ We're established."
Billy Joe conceded he and
his brother sometimes use
old beer kegs to serve up their
Cajun fare, but certainly
don't cook in them. He said
impurities in the metal
would make the P-nuts taste
bad. not to mention the little
beer molecules which escaped the scouring pad and
are released in the boiling.
Even though it appears
that some of the P-nut push. ers are on public land. Stan
said the only trouble he gets
' is fr,om the Department of
Transportation because of
the signs. Some salesmen
use four signs in each direction plus a big one at the
selling point.
'"Some of the troopers say
it's all right to have your
signs out, just as long as you
pick 'em up," he said. "You
can ask 900 state troopers
and they11 all give you different answers."
When Stan was doing his
thing in Sanford four years
ago, he had to go to court to
answer for his signs along a

city road.
Part of the
reason for
his rural
site is to
avoid the
hassles of
sign ordinances, he
said.
"These
signs lilter
up in town.
the
All
damn politicians can
put their
damn signs
wherever they want. The
judge I went before had his
signs right in front of mine."
Even though their shops
may be small, it does take
some investing to get on the
P-nut highway. Signs can
make up a pretty hefty portion of a P-nut salesman's
overhead. Stan said his four
signs cost $70 a piece. Billy
Joe has one sign with a 3-Daffect P-nut on it which cost
over $100. However, some of
the sellers opt for the less
expensive scrap-plywoodpropped-against-a-post
signs.
Each vendor is required by
the county to have an occupational license permit.
which 14oes for $30 a year. If
they are located within a
city's limits they also need a
city permit, which is why
many are in unincorporated
areas. And of course they
need written permission
from the landowners to sell
where they do.
But naturally the big expense is the nuts themselves, which usually run
about 80 cents a pound and
can be bought year-round.
Stan buys his P-nuts in 50pound bags like most people,
but Billy Joe's brother buys
in '"much larger quantities
from Virginia. Bigger P-nuts
there."
And they need some portable way to heat up the wa-

st.ands sit close to the road
and cars and 18-wheelers
roar by kicking up dust. the
health department says
there is little health risk due
to unsanitary conditions.
"We don't go out and routinely inspect the P-nut vendors," said Kelly Hall, Department of Environmental
Health supervisor for service
programs. "The way we look
at them is that the nuts have
their own protective husk
that keeps out whatever dirt
or impurities may be flying
into the water."
Besides, the salesmen
ter, which means propane. keep the lids closed tight on
Stan estimates he spends their boilers. They know no
over $500 a year on the gas. one wants to sink their teeth
Billy Joe says the spices into a gritty P-nut.
The vendors may not rake
("What kind? Can't tell you.
Secret recipe.") for his Cajun 1n money, but since many of
P-nuts cost his brother the vendors are far away
around $30 a batch. And if a from any regular police
seller wants a fancy trailer to beats, robbery can be a probtote the propane tank and lem. Stan's mother and faboiling caldron around, well, ther, also P-nut sellers, were
held up by three men with a
that's another $1000.
Most sellers estimate they sawed-off shotgun. "I think
usually take in about $50- the robbers got $30," their
$70 per seven hour day, be- son said.
Stan was also held up
fore expenses.
"People think you make a once. but he didn't figure it
killing, but it ain't that way," out until later. "I had a carsaid Stan. "No one's going to load of Mexicans out here
get rich out here." So what trying to rob me but they
keeps bringing them back didn't speak any English," he
said. "I didn't know what the
week after week?
Nearly everyone asked
replied, "'Cause I loved
people." Stan showed it by
trying to strike up a conversation with every motoring
customer. Other vendors sit
out and wave to passing drivers. But Billy Joe really
seems to love people.
"There's some pretty
women coming by, especially
on the weekends on their way
to the beach," he said. "50 to
60 percent of my customers
are good-looking women. I
saw an accident up the road
here last week, and I
wouldn't be surprised · if it
was because some guy was
checking one out."
Even though many of the

hell they were saying. They
kept speaking some gibberish and I just kept on saying
'two dollars. A g:uy got out
with a baseball bat and
knocked everything off my
table. So, I got out my pistol
and they all piled back into
their car and hauled. They
must. have thought I was an
idiot because I dictn•t even
know I was being robbed."
Occasional rowdies find
the lonely sellers a temptable
target for target practice from
cars. Stan's wife was keeping
him company one day and
was hit in the arm with a
plumb thrown from a passing car. '"Knocked her out of
her chair. Bruised her arm
all to hell," he said.
Billy Joe has never been
hit by anything but a dent on
the side of his van was the
remnant of a flung bottle.
Back at Stan's camp, two
of his friends pull up in their
pickup during a short lull in
P-nut business. The three
spend at least half an hour
talking about cars, hunting
and building houses.
I interrupt to say goodbye
to Stan and leave him and his
friends to talking, thinking
how strange it is that! should
be the lonely one way out
there in the boondocks.
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Mary is the victim

MOVIE SNEAK
FROM PAGE 2

oi an

epide~ic•••

the theater would turn dark
upon seconds of my arrival to
avoid a last second check by
the ushers. A sweep of the
theater by an usher could
result in immediate ejection.
I've estimated in my career
Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
of theater-hopping, I've seen
The driver of the other car was driving after
over 100 films- most of the
"just a few drinks." But they were enough
rated "R" - had been seen at
no monetary cost. I'd be
to cause a mistake in judgement. And
rewarded with free flicks for
· now Mary can't walk. She is only
my strenuous efforts but just
one of over 500,000 people injured
as important, the feeling of
or killed each year in an auto
"being on the jazz" was an
accident
involving drinking drivers.
extra perk. A regular J arnes
Bond, Jr., if you will.
Don't drink and drive.
But like the great race
"'
horse Man O' War, I did expeThe next Mary could be you.
rience one defeat. It happened in 1982 on the open- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ing night of Richard Pryor:
Live on the Sunset Strip. That
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Bob Segar song comes to
mind, "Shakedown, breakdown, you're busted." After
being kindly escorted out of
the theater by a grinning
usher, I snuck into a different "R" rated film.
Karman's revenge.

The greatest crippler and killer in the nation •
It's called "drinking and driving."

HEADS
FROMPAGE2
Stephen Jones who does all
the video accompaniment.
The lyrics, when discernable, are simple enough.
A typical verse is, ..And
when you tell lies an angel
dies." You can expect lines
like these to be repeated often throughout any song.
The band treats the human
voice like another percussion
instrument.
Admittedly,
Severed
Heads must be given some
credit for trying something
totally new, which is hard to
do and even harder to become popular doing. But
their complete reliance on
modern gadgetry and gobbledygook lyrics leaves their
music bland and uninspired.
For this reason, the album is
no fun to dance to.
This album is unlikely to
become a collector's item,
except among the connoisseurs of the weird and
cheaply produced.
- Stephen Bywater
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DOING TAXES
CANMAKEYOU
FEEL GREAT.

•

•

Toward the purchase or lease of ANY new 1990
or 1991 model Mercury car or 1989 Tracer

--

PLUS SPECIAL FINANCING
through Ford Credit with pre-approved credit amounts that could
mean no down
ent.

LIMITED TIME OFFER- January 1, 1990 through December 31, 1990.
ELIGIBILITY-College graduates with at least a bachelor degree received
between April 1, 1989, and December 31. 1990.

.Make Your Best Deal Today At

·ESPECIALLY

Central Florida
Lincoln-Mercury

WHEN THEY'RE
SOMEONE ELSE'S.
If you have a basic aptitude for math and the desire
to help others, you can get
a lot of satisfaction by volunteering your time and skills
to people who need help
doing their taxes.
80,000 people already
have. Join them.
To find out about the free
IRS training program, call
1-800-424-1040 now.
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W. COLONIAL DRIVE• ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32854 •TELEPHONE (407) 841-4550

Central Florida
Lincoln-Mercury

~
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I am happy to be representing College Graduates in the Central Florida area. As a representative of Cent;al Florida Lincoln
Merc~ry, we want to. make your first i"'fort~nt step after graduating a little easier. Buying a car has never been easier! There may be
questions on your mind, so please, don t hesitate. Call me today. Just dial 841-4550 and ask for Don Wheeler.
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Service
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Thank you,

' lJ~l·

ij),n Wheeler
College Program Rep.

